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Summary
• This study verifies the boundary-driven account for downstep in Japanese: 

downstep is triggered not directly by accents but by phonological boundaries
• Nine native speakers of Tokyo Japanese participated in a production 

experiment
• A new type of F0 downtrend: final-accented downstep. 

• a stair-step-like F0 downtrend caused by final-accented words without 
particles, with a smaller F0 fall than downstep.

• Our finding indicates that accents do not directly trigger downstep

• In Tokyo Japanese, words are classified as either accented or unaccented
• Unaccented (U)＝no sharp F0 fall
• Accented (A)＝H*L = F0 fall

• Downstep
• Pitch range compression triggered by lexical pitch accent [1]
• If the pitch height of X is AX < UX, then X is downstepped [2,3]
• The assumption: downstep is triggered only by accented words

• Boundary-driven downstep
• The insertion of boundaries triggers a step-like F0 downtrend that 

resembles downstep, even without accents [4]
• A phonological boundary must be inserted after every accent owing to 

accent culminativity and anti- lapse constraints [3] 
• Research Question: Which account is more accurate: the accent-driven 

account or the boundary-driven account?
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Method

Results

• Participants: A total of 9 native speakers of Tokyo Japanese 
• Procedure: Production experiment
• Measurement: 

• R1Fall: the maximum value of the pitch in N1 minus the minimum 
value of the pitch of the following conjunction ya

• R1MaxF0: the normalized F0 maximum in Region 1. 
• R2MaxF0: the normalized F0 maximum in Region 2. 

• LME [5], backward selection [6]

• the [+accent/-particle] condition did not show a large F0 downtrend
• contrary to the prediction from the accent-driven account

• the small step-like downtrend found in the [+accent/particle] level is 
slightly larger than the downtrend in the [-accent/-particle] level

Table 2: Results of mixed-effects models for R1Fall. 

Table 3: Results of mixed-effects models for R1MaxF0. 

Table 4: Results of mixed-effects models for R2MaxF0. 

Figure 6: Mean of normalized F0 means per 
mora for item 1, item 2, and item 3. The [-
accent, -particle], [+accent, -particle], [-
accent, +particle], and [+accent, +particle] 
conditions are represented by solid black, 
solid gray, dashed black, and dashed gray 
lines, respectively. 

Figure 5: Sample F0 contours of all conditions. 

• Our findings support the boundary-driven account rather than the accent-
driven account

• Two facts indicate that there is no downstep in the [+accent, -particle] 
condition: 
• 1) the [+accent, -particle] condition did not exhibit a large F0 

compression for meeting the requirements for a paradigmatic 
diagnosis

• 2) the [+accent, -particle] condition had a sufficiently higher F0 peak 
at Region 2 compared to the [+accent, +particle] condition

• Are the phonological accents in the [+accent, -particle] condition deleted?
• No, because the Accent factor did create a slightly lower F0 peak at 

Region 2 in the [+accent, -particle] condition than in the [-accent, -
particle] condition.

• Boundary-driven downstep
• a phonological mechanism that lowers the pitch of subsequent 

PPhrases when a PPhrase or a PClause directly dominates two or 
more PPhrases

• (PPhrase1(PPhrase2X)(PPhrase3Y)(PPhrase4Z)) 
• Accented downstep

• a step-like large F0 downtrend after an accented word
• has traditionally been called downstep
• one example of the phonetic realization of boundary-driven 

downstep
• Unaccented downstep

• a step-like small F0 downtrend after an unaccented word 
• one example of the phonetic realization of boundary-driven 

downstep 

Conclusion
• Our experiment results reveal a step-like F0 downtrend that is smaller 

than downstep, despite the presence of final accents
• Thus, our study contends that accented downstep in Japanese is caused 

by boundaries rather than directly by accents

Figure 1: Schematic of downstep

Table 1: Sample stimuli used in experiment: Accented moras are underlined. 

Figure 4: Schematic of final-accented words

Figure 2: Schematic of boundary-driven 
downstep

Figure 3: Accent-driven vs. boundary-driven accounts


